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BRIVE
With our Brive precision pendulum clocks, we have 
remained true to our policy of not just using tried and 
true methods but improving these methods with the 
help of cutting-edge technology. This has allowed us to 
integrate several features into our Brive clocks which were 
formerly impossible to combine.

Due to the diffi  culties involved in combining a one-year 
power reserve and a central second hand, these two 
features are rarely found together in one clock. Brive’s 
combination of not only these two features but also an 
anchor that is not laid on its own axle but attached to anchor that is not laid on its own axle but attached to 
the pendulum is absolutely unique. Contrary to common 
practice, the works are driven by two tungstenweights 
using an epicycloidal gear so that the clock continues to 
run even while being wound. The rod of the pendulum, 
which weighs seven kilos, is made of invar and bears an 
air-pressure and temperature compensator.

The escape-wheel is made of a very light alloy and driven 
by a delicate spiral spring in its hub. The escapement is 
highly effi  cient due to minimal inertia. Because of the 
gears’ wear-resistant diamond coating, friction loss in the 
gears is negligible.

Expert craftsmanship is visible in many of the details: the 
Geneva stripes on the plates, the polished chatons, wheels 
and their spokes. The case consists of fi ne, highly polished 
nickel-coated brass framing with facetted glass sides.

Brive’s technical innovations, high-quality materials 
and meticulous handiwork combine to make it not only 
exclusively valuable but also extremely reliable due to its 
lasting precision.

Dimensions: 204 x 24 x 17 cm ( H x B x T )

DURATION: 1 YEAR
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SARLAT

Precision pendulum clocks have traditionally been 
equipped with separate hands, described by a 
historical term: “regulator face”. In the wall clock 
Sarlat, this tradition has been uniquely paired with 
an elegant, delicate yet sturdy skeleton clockwork. 
A signature feature is the impressive V-shaped 
construction of the hanging works, which give the 
pendulum the extremely static foundation required 
for exactness.

The pendulum, based on Riefl er’s model, is of 
course temperature compensated. Suspended course temperature compensated. Suspended 
on knife edges, it controls a gravity escapement 
which, in turn, is constructed to prevent any jarring 
motion from hampering its functionality. The very 
fi ne second hand and the long minute hand each 
turn in its ring divided into 60 parts.

But the hours are displayed in numbers read 
in the cut-out of the V-shaped plate. They are 
3-dimensional and have been worked into the 
thickness of the driving wheel free on all sides. 
Another unusual feature for a clock is the minute 
hand that, when the clock is set, drops into place 
according to the second hand’s position.

As is the case in our Brive and Gramat clocks, the 
Sarlat precision pendulum clock is equipped with 
an otherwise very rare epicycloid gear. This ensures 
not only a long duration but also uninterrupted 
operation even while the clock is being rewound.

All of the wheels are gold plated. The plates have 
Geneva stripes and are nickel-plated. The pivots 
have ball bearings; the smaller ones even have 
ceramic ball bearings. This position, combined 
with a diamond coating on the pinions, makes it 
possible to do without any kind of lubrication, so 
that the clock is virtually maintenance free. The 

metal casing, kept as simple as possible, opens up 
the beautiful clockwork for viewing and makes this 
chronometer an incomparable object of beauty.

Height x Width x Depth 135 cm x 29 cm x 
16 cm
Pendulum invar rod and brass weight 7 kg with 
air pressure compensation
Driving weight 2.8 kg (made of tungsten)
Duration 11 weeks
Housing metal and glass

Philippe Wurtz - SARLAT
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GRAMAT

Precision Pendulum clocks are our passion. Although 
our daily life is not longer ruled by mechanical clocks 
for more than 60 years, they still fascinate us through 
the uninterrupted motion of wheels, pinions and 
the escapement. Our vocation is to perpetuate the 
tradition of these precious clocks.

Due to the fact that former clockmakers always 
focused on improving their precision clocks we see 
it our task not to rebuild but to innovate and create 
new clocks. For this reason, we have realised new 
features. Other features which have in the past been 
rejected on account of their diffi  culty, are successfully 
incorporated in the construction. Several years of 
development and many trials were necessary to build 
Gramat, a timekeeper which exceptionally unifi es 
features that never were in a clock:

The new patented escapement in relation with a The new patented escapement in relation with a The new patented escapement
long, very thin centre second. Diff erent than in all 
escapements known so far, the pendulum of the 
Gramat is not in contact with any mechanical element 
like a spring, levers or anchor. The impulse which is 
necessary to entertain its oscillation, is completed by 
very little displacement of its suspension axis. This new 
construction gives the pendulum the highest grade of 
clearance, never found on a mechanical pendulum 
clock. In spite of its elegance and its easy legibility, a 
central seconds hand on precision clocks is rarely to 
fi nd. 

A four months power reserve with 3 kg tungsten-
weight. Nevertheless all pinions have more than 
thirteen leaves. The exceptional long power reserve 
is the result of the wheel with 400 teeth, the build-in 
epicycloidal gear in its hub and the double pulleys. 
All staff s are beard either in microball-bearings or in 
jewels. 

The skeleton designThe skeleton design allows the best view in the  allows the best view in the 
movement and its function. The temperature 
compensated pendulum and its Invar-rod is 
suspended on a strong column itself fi xed on the back 
of the case. This very stiff  attachment of the pendulum 
is the necessary condition for a good precision of the 
clock.
The arbor of the barrel takes also the place of a 
pillar for the movement. This allows us to design very 
sparing plates. 

The air-tight case and the regulation of the density 
of the air. Not the pressure of the air but its density is 
the parameter which infl uences the pendulum. With a 
sub-pressure and the unprecedented way to regulate 
the density of the air in the case, we also eliminate 
fl uctuation resulting from its hygrometry and its 
temperature.

The wheels with perfectly polished spokes, the lapped 
edges, the chatons and the pinions with their polished 
faces and the thin hand-fi led hands testify accuracy, 
accomplished in our clocks. Many hours of handwork 
are necessary to fi nish the spares which had been 
milled or lathe on modern machines. Then they are 
polished, gilded or nickel-plated till they satisfy our 
high exigency. The result is a very exceptional clock in 
its style and its features.
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HIPPOCAMPUS
One such clock maker is the self-taught Miki 
Eleta, who debuted his latest masterpiece, the 
Hippocampus, at MB&F‘s M.A.D. Gallery in Geneva, 
Switzerland. To call the Hippocampus a mere clock, 
however, is to miss the forest for the trees. Yes, it tells 
time — quite accurately, thanks to Miki’s eponymous 
escapement — but its raison d’être is to inspire the 
soul through both sight and sound. Standing over 
nine feet tall, the Hippocampus could almost be 
considered a modern-day relative of the grandfather 
clock, but this one hides a secret. Not content to 
merely chime the hours, the Hippocampus features 
a novel movement that plays a unique melody each 
time it chimes. In fact, it won’t repeat itself for over a 
hundred years. Perhaps this a play on its namesake 
section of the brain, which is vital in memory; this 
chime never forgets a tune, but only so it won’t ever 
duplicate itself.

Miki Eleta - HIPPOCAMPUS
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WORLDTIME

A representation of the Earth’s globe rotates on a blue 
glass dial to complete one revolution around its axis 
in 24 hours. On the world map hand-cut in brass, the 
northern and southern hemispheres are displayed in 
superimposition. One half is set against a blue ground 
(night), the other a pale ground (day). It is possible to 
tell the time in over 100 cities of the world, while the 
minutes and hour hands show local time. Positioned 
concentrically on the world map, an astronomical ring 
(featuring date, month, zodiac, winter and summer 
solstice, and equinox) completes one revolution around its 
axis once a year. The phases of the moon are portrayed 
by means of a blue glass disc and a transparent glass 
disc. The transparent disc depicts a sand-blasted moon. 
The moon phase will require correction every 128 years. 
A further particularity of the clock is its musical works, 
whose moulded bronze chimes play a pentatonic tune. At 
the end of every full hour, the bells chime for 15 seconds. 
The chiming sequence diff ers every time and is only 
repeated after many years. The world time clock.

Miki Eleta - WORLDTIME
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FROM ELETA‘S 
COLLECTION

REFLECTING ON CLOCKS, 
INVENTIONS, WORKS OF 
ART, TIMEART, TIME

What a chance to take part in the manufacturing of a 
clock!

Writing down notes on a piece of paper, holding on to the 
ideas, approaching to each other reality and inspiration. 
Subordinating myself to the play of cogwheels and 
levers, producing all components myself, learning new 
techniques – unknown ways open, ideas fl ash through my 
mind.

I love this process and I like all the diffi  culties I have 
to cope with because they do not occur by chance. 
Manufacturing a clock means to me feeling life and 
adventure. I respect all that has been invented so far – 
but I do not respect the idea that nothing is unknown. 
Therefore I do not stop searching for surprises, new 
forms, unknown movements and presentations. The 
realization of imagination.

Clocks have entered my world of kinetic art and sounds 
and they remain there. All my works of art are unique and 
I do not accept any repetition, in no case, there is enough 
fantasy, inspiration, enthusiasm and motivation.
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NO.26

The clock with the Eleta escape-
ment off ers a new answer to 
the problem of friction loss. 
With the feature of a chro-

nometer escapement it gives 
an impulse every 2 seconds. 
Embedded into a clock with 
second, minute and hour as 
well as a second pendulum, 

it allows a very special move-
ment: a self-switching phase of 

the moon works as a weight. 
with a stalingly light weight 
of 200 gramms it reaches a 

power reserve of 8 days. The 
clock consists of gold-plated 

and chrome-plated parts, blue 
glass, lapis lazuli and cap 

jewels.

Miki Eleta - Unique Timepieces
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NO.25

The clock comes with an 
indication of second, minute 
and hour, a  modifi ed amant 
escapement, turnable minute 
and hour clock face and a 
phase of moon to the fore 
which has to be corrected every 
128 years.

It has a power reserve of two 
months. The clock isattached 
to a column and protected 
from dust by a glass cover. the 
clock consists of gold-plated, 
blue glass, lapis lazuli and cap 
juwels.
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